Logitech Rugged Combo 3
Giving students the power to type, create and thrive while protecting their iPads at every step

TAKE LEARNING TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Within a typical school day, students interact with a range of subjects and types of tasks. This makes the flexibility to engage with material in different ways a must.

Take digital learning to new heights with Rugged Combo 3, a keyboard case for iPad® (7th, 8th, and 9th gen) that lets students type, create, and thrive like never before. The adjustable kickstand further allows students to work the way they need.

Sealed, pry-resistant keys and a case that meets military drop standards help make this the perfect tool for learning—in class, at home, and wherever your students may roam.

MEET THE RUGGED COMBO 3

PRY-RESISTANT, SEALED KEYS
Designed to withstand crumbs, dirt and more to protect the keyboard.

COMFORTABLE, SILENT KEYS
Prevents distractions, expands visible screen space, and includes iPadOS® shortcut keys for easy, one-tap access to controls.

SMART CONNECTOR
Works instantly with no setup required; powered by iPad, eliminating the need to charge.

DROP PROTECTION
Meets military standards for drop protection, withstands falls up to 4 ft (1.2m) thanks to secure, form-fit design.

A COMMITMENT TO EDUCATION

At Logitech, we are curious lifelong learners, constantly questioning and inventing. We are relentless in our pursuit of tools that make an impact.

This passion drives us every day to design innovative products that create transformational and accessible experiences for students, teachers and schools.

Supporting education is inherent to our mission as we know that today’s students are tomorrow’s inventors.
Every one of our education products has been designed with the needs of schools and students in mind. When you choose the Rugged Combo 3, you can count on:

**WHY IT MATTERS**

With the power of a physical keyboard, students type quickly, easily and accurately thanks to comfortable, well-spaced keys.1

Angled typing position supports students’ health and well-being by reducing up to 60 lbs of force on the neck.2

Students can power through essays, homework, and their next great idea without losing valuable screen space.1

**ASSET TAGGING WINDOW**

Enables easy device management and labeling with a large asset tagging window on the back.

**3-YEAR WARRANTY WITH CUSTOMER CARE SUPPORT**

Our products are designed to work without fail, but should a problem occur, we’ve got your back. And, Apple Care is available for the Rugged Combo 3, providing even greater peace of mind.

---

### RUGGED COMBO 3 FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS

**COMPATIBLE DEVICES**

iPad (7th generation) Model: A2200, A2197, A2198
iPad (8th generation) Model: A2270, A2428, A2429, A2430
iPad (9th generation): Model details coming soon

**SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

iPadOS 13.4 or later

**CONNECTIVITY & POWER**

Power sourced from iPad via Smart Connector

**FORM FACTOR**

Keyboard Case

**KEYBOARD TYPE**

Sealed, pry-resistant, silent keyboard

Full row of iPadOS shortcut keys

**BACKLIT KEYS**

None

**USE MODES**

5 Use Modes: Type, View, Sketch, Read, Camera

**ANGLES**

Adjustable kickstand with 40° of tilt

**DROP PROTECTION**

Meets MIL-STD (810G) drop protection standards

Withstands falls up to 4 ft. (1.2m)

**IPAD PROTECTION**

Front, back, and corner protection

**CASE MATERIAL**

Durable, woven fabric and plastic

**DIGITAL PENCIL HOLDER**

For Logitech Crayon or Apple Pencil (1st gen)

**DIMS (H X W X D) & WEIGHT**

10.24 x 7.44 x 0.94 in (260 x 189 x 23.8 mm) 21.34 oz (605 g)

**WARRANTY**

3-year limited hardware warranty with Customer Care support

**PART NO.**

920-009320
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